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1. Introduction 

Operating system level virtualization using containers has become a popular alternative 
to building and maintaining full virtual machine images. A container image is a lightweight, 
stand-alone, executable package of a piece of software that includes everything needed 
to run it: code, runtime, system tools, system libraries, and settings. Containerized soft-
ware will always run the same, regardless of the environment. Containers isolate soft-
ware from its surroundings, for example, differences between development and staging 
environments, and help reduce conflicts between teams running different software on the 
same infrastructure. This application note focuses on how you can run the ConfD daemon 
inside Docker containers. Higher order tasks like container orchestration is outside the 
scope of this application note. Docker is not the only way to run use containers on Linux – 
but Docker simplifies constructing, deploying and running containers.

For demonstration purposes, we will develop a Docker container that is suitable to run 
any of the examples which come with the ConfD distribution where only the daemon runs 
inside a container and the rest of the example runs on the Docker host. We mount the 
example directory inside the container which means that ConfD uses confd.conf, fxs-files, 
and log-files from the example just as when we normally run examples. In a follow-up 
application note, we will discuss advanced features such as HA and In-Service Upgrade 
when ConfD is running in Docker containers.
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Advantages of Running ConfD in a Docker Container

• Increased security – Even if compromised, access is limited to container

• Virtualization – We can run multiple isolated ConfD instances without resorting to
port fiddling (multi tenancy)

• (Much) more lightweight than virtualization in VMs, containers consumes a lot less
CPU/memory/disk resources. Performance / start-up time / etc similar to native but
see discussion about mounting disks and networking below.

• Controlled environment – Easy to return to a known baseline, just shut down and
remove the container instance and create a new instance.

• Limit resources allowed to be used by ConfD running inside of a container: CPU,
memory, disk space, capabilities, …

The main part of this application note describes a Dockerfile which builds a ConfD 
Docker image tailored to run inside an example directory from the regular ConfD Pre-
mium or Basic distribution. The image is suitable for experimenting with ConfD in Docker 
and flexible enough to work unmodified with most ConfD examples. Towards the end, we 
will show a more production focused alternative where the data models are built into the 
container.

Installing ConfD on the Target

Rather than installing the full ConfD development environment in the container, we will 
create a container with a target installation as described in the ConfD User Guide section 
28.3 “Installing ConfD on a Target System”:

$CONFD_DIR/bin/confd
$CONFD_DIR/etc/confd/*
$CONFD_DIR/lib/confd/bin/confd.boot
$CONFD_DIR/lib/confd/lib/core/*

The CLI agent
 $CONFD_DIR/bin/confd_cli
 $CONFD_DIR/lib/confd/lib/cli/*
The NETCONF server
 $CONFD_DIR/lib/confd/lib/netconf/
The Web UI and REST(CONF) server
 $CONFD_DIR/lib/confd/lib/webui/
The WebUI frontend
 $CONFD_DIR/var/confd/webui/
The SNMP Agent
 $CONFD_DIR/lib/confd/lib/snmp/
The integrated SSH server (The integrated SSH server is not needed if OpenSSH 
is used to terminate SSH for NETCONF and the CLI)
 $CONFD_DIR/lib/confd/lib/core/ssh*
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continued on next page...

The Dockerfile Explained

A Dockerfile is a recipe used by the docker build command to creating a Docker image. 
Docker build reads the instructions from the Dockerfile and applies them in order to the 
resulting image.

It is important to be aware that all Dockerfile processing is done in the context of the 
Docker daemon; possibly on a remote host or, in the case of Docker for Mac or Docker 
for Windows, in a VM on the host. When running the docker build command, Docker 
sends everything in the Docker directory to the daemon for possible inclusion in the 
docker image. Thus, limiting the content of this directory to only files needed by the im-
age saves time and space on the Docker daemon.

The Dockerfile we use in this application note describes how to build a minimal ConfD 
target installation with support for all northbound interfaces in order to work out of the 
box with as many ConfD examples as possible.

# Dockerfile for running ConfD examples
#
# We use the standard ubuntu base image.
FROM ubuntu:latest
LABEL description=”This image demonstrates how to run ConfD inside a Docker 
container.”
LABEL maintainer=”jojohans@cisco.com”

# Install extra packages needed to run ConfD. We also need wget in order to 
be
# able to install dump-init.
RUN apt-get update && apt-get install -y \
    libssl-dev \
    wget

# Alternative package installation command which, in addition to libssl in-
stall
# usefule network, debug and trace tools.
#RUN apt-get update && apt-get install -y \
#    iperf3 \
#    libssl-dev \
#    net-tools \
#    netcat-openbsd \
#    python-paramiko \
#    strace \
#    tcpdump \
#    vim \
#    wget

# Set up ConfD environment variables, this is what is normally done when
# sourcing the confdrc script.
ENV CONFD_DIR=/confd
ENV LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/confd/lib
ENV PATH=/confd/bin:$PATH

# Install ConfD in the container.  This is not a regular target installa-
tion,
# instead it’s only the files required for a minimal target installation as
# described in section 28.3. Installing ConfD on a target system in the 
ConfD
# User Guide.

Specify a base image. We use 
Ubuntu here but any image that 
contains glibc should work.

Install ConfD dependencies. Ac-
tually, ssl is the only package that 
is strictly necessary to run ConfD, 
the rest are there for debugging 
purposes.

Set up ConfD environment 
variables, this is what is normally 
done when sourcing the confdrc 
script.

Install ConfD, this is a tar-ball 
with the minimal target instal-
lation including all northbound 
interfaces according to section 
28.3. Installing ConfD on a target 
system in the ConfD User Guide.
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COPY .provision/confd-target.tgz /tmp
RUN mkdir -p ${CONFD_DIR}
RUN tar xzf /tmp/confd-target.tgz -C /confd

# Add data model store for user defined models.  We will mount the example
# loadpath directory here, when we run the container from within a ConfD
# example.
RUN mkdir -p /confd/apps
VOLUME /confd/apps

# Add a simple init service.  Not strictly necessary since we can have
# directly start ConfD but never the less useful. If we don’t have an
# init-daemon ConfD will become pid 1 and since the kernel treats pid 1
# specially in terms of signal delivery and orphaned zombie processes
# there might be issues when we shut down the container.
RUN wget -O /usr/local/sbin/dumb-init -q https://github.com/Yelp/dumb-init/releases/download/
v1.2.0/dumb-init_1.2.0_amd64
RUN chmod +x /usr/local/sbin/dumb-init

WORKDIR /confd/apps

# We expose all ConfD ports. This allows us to run all ConfD examples
# without rebuilding the container. In production, we should only expose
# the ports for the protocol we use, e.g. NETCONF (over ssh) and the
# IPC port.  Of course, when we instantiate a container we only forward
# the ports needed to run the example.
EXPOSE 2022
EXPOSE 2023
EXPOSE 2024
EXPOSE 4565
EXPOSE 8008
EXPOSE 8088

# Cleanup
RUN apt-get autoremove -y && apt-get clean && rm -rf /var/lib/apt/lists/* /
tmp/* /var/tmp/*

# Start init daemon and ConfD
ENTRYPOINT [“/usr/local/sbin/dumb-init”, “--”]
CMD [“/confd/bin/confd”, “--foreground”, “--conf”, “/confd/apps/confd.conf”, “--addloadpath”, “/
confd/apps”, “--addloadpath”, “/confd/etc/confd”]

Install init-daemon.  Not strictly 
necessary but never the less use-
ful. If we don’t have an init-dae-
mon ConfD will become pid 1 and 
since the kernel treats pid 1 spe-
cially in terms of signal delivery 
and orphaned zombie processes 
there might be issues when we 
shut down the container.

Export ports.  By default, we 
only expose NETCONF over ssh 
and the ConfD IPC port but feel 
free to uncomment as necessary 
to support other northbound 
interfaces.

Clean up the image after 
installation.

Create and Test a ConfD Docker Container

We assume that docker (or Docker for Mac) is installed on the host.

A detailed description of the docker commands and the options we use can be found at 
the end of this application note.

To test ConfD in a container with an example from the Example set, do the following:

1. Install ConfD and unpack the confd-and-docker demo tarball in separate di-
rectories. The confd-and-docker demo tarball is available to licensed users of
ConfD.  Contact your Solutions Architect for more information.

NOTE: We install ConfD for Linux. If you use Docker for Mac you must still install 
the Linux version of ConfD because the container with ConfD will run on a 
Linux virtual machine.
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2. Create a tarball with all files necessary for target installation

3. Build the ConfD target image (this will take a few minutes)

$ mkdir docker-app-note/{confd/docker}
$ ./confd-6.5.linux.x86_64.installer.bin docker-app-note/confd
  INFO  Unpacked confd-6.5 in /Users/jojohans/confd+docker/confd/
  INFO  Found and unpacked corresponding DOCUMENTATION_PACKAGE
  INFO  Found and unpacked corresponding EXAMPLE_PACKAGE
  INFO  Generating default SSH hostkey (this may take some time)
  INFO  SSH hostkey generated
  INFO  Environment set-up generated in /Users/jojohans/confd+docker/confd//
confdrc
  INFO  ConfD installation script finished
$ tar xzf confd-and-docker.tgz -C confd+docker/confd –strip-components=1

$ cd confd+docker/docker
$ tar czf confd-target.tgz -C ../confd -T confd-target-files.txt
$ ls
Dockerfile          README confd-target-files.txt  confd-target.tgz

$ docker build -t confd .
Sending build context to Docker daemon  8.903MB
Step 1/20 : FROM ubuntu:latest
 ---> dd6f76d9cc90
Step 2/20 : LABEL description=”Docker image that demonstrates how to run 
ConfD inside a Docker container.”
 ---> Running in 9453c2c14aac
Removing intermediate container 9453c2c14aac
 ---> 3f5f88baa20b
Step 3/20 : LABEL maintainer=”jojohans@cisco.com”
 ---> Running in de20ed5dd485
Removing intermediate container de20ed5dd485
 ---> 11a6a9f94fea
Step 4/20 : RUN apt-get update && apt-get install -y     libssl-dev     wget
 ---> Running in bd7142a8eb99
Get:1 http://security.ubuntu.com/ubuntu xenial-security InRelease [102 kB]
Get:2 http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu xenial InRelease [247 kB]
...

$ docker images
REPOSITORY TAG IMAGE ID CREATED      
SIZE
confd-image latest 129723fb4ab6 Less than a sec-
ond ago   218MB
ubuntu latest dd6f76d9cc90 11 days ago       
122MB

4. Build a ConfD example the same way we usually do.

NOTE: If you use Docker for Mac this should be a different ConfD installation than 
the one used to create the container image.

$ cd ../confd/examples.confd/intro/1-2-3-start-query-model
$ make all
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5. Update confd.conf in the example to allow ConfD IPC connections from non-
localhost clients. The ConfD instance running inside the container will have a
different local IP address than the host and connection requests to the ConfD
IPC port from confd_cli or example applications will not appear to come from
localhost.

7. Test that NETCONF is working, e.g.:

8. Test that the CLI is working, e.g.:

$ less confd.conf
<!-- This configuration is good for the examples, but are in many ways
     atypical for a production system. It also does not contain all
     possible configuration options.

     Better starting points for a production confd.conf configuration
     file would be confd.conf.example. For even more information, see
     the confd.conf man page.

E.g. references to current directory are not good practice in a
production system, but makes it easier to get started with
this example. There are many references to the current directory
in this example configuration.

-->

<confdConfig xmlns=”http://tail-f.com/ns/confd_cfg/1.0”>
  <!-- The loadPath is searched for .fxs files, javascript files, etc.
       NOTE: if you change the loadPath, the daemon must be restarted,
       or the “In-service Data Model Upgrade” procedure described in
       the User Guide can be used - ‘confd - -reload’ is not enough.
  -->

  <confdIpcAddress>
    <ip>0.0.0.0</ip>
  </confdIpcAddress>

...

$ docker run -d -p 2022:2022 -p 4565:4565 -v $(pwd):/confd/apps -v 
$(pwd)/../../../etc/confd/ssh:/confd/apps/ssh-keydir --rm --name confd-con-
tainer --hostname confd-container confd-image
0094f94ac4c065386fca00edd5a6659aab5254e16a7c3ddb04596a2935e30385
$ docker ps
CONTAINER ID IMAGE COMMAND CREATED  
STATUS PORTS NAMES
0094f94ac4c0 confd-image “/usr/local/sbin/dum…”   Less than a 
second ago   Up 47 seconds       0.0.0.0:2022->2022/tcp, 0.0.0.0:4565->4565/
tcp   confd-container

$ netconf-console --hello
$ netconf-console cmd-set-subnet1.xml
$ netconf-console cmd-get-dhcpd.xml

$ make cli
> show configuration dhcp
> set configuration dhcp logFacility kern
> commit

6. Instantiate a container based on the ConfD image we just built
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The various steps in the Dockerfile that accompanies the demo does the following:

1. Specify a base image. We use Ubuntu here but any image that contains glibc
should work.

2. Install ConfD dependencies. Actually, ssl is the only package that is strictly nec-
essary to run ConfD, the rest are there for debugging purposes.

3. Set up ConfD environment variables, this is what is normally done when sourc-
ing the confdrc script.

4. Install ConfD, this is tar-ball with the minimal target installation including all north-
bound interfaces according to section 28.3. Installing ConfD on a target system in
the ConfD User Guide.

5. Install init-daemon.  Again, not strictly necessary but never the less useful. If we
don’t have an init-daemon ConfD will become pid 1 and since the kernel treats pid
1 specially in terms of signal delivery and orphaned zombie processes there might
be issues when we shut down the container.

6. Export ports.  By default, we only expose NETCONF over ssh and the ConfD
IPC port but feel free to uncomment as necessary to support other northbound
interfaces.

7. Clean up the image after installation.

8. Start ConfD.  Of course, ConfD itself won’t run until the image we created is
instantiated inside a container.

Docker Commands and Options Used

docker build

Docker build creates a new docker image based off of a base-image and extra packages we 
add to the image. There must be a Dockerfile in the current directory.

The docker image doesn’t have to contain user fxs-files, these can be added later by mounting volumes 
(directories from the host).

When invoked this way “confd_cli --user=admin --group=admin --interactive” confd_cli 
will use the IPC-port for communication with the ConfD daemon.

9. Shut down the container (if we passed --rm to docker run the container is au-
tomatically removed, if not we can start the container again using docker start
confd)

$ docker stop confd

$ docker rmi docker-image

10. Remove the docker image.
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In a production environment, it makes most sense to use built-in fxs-files since it’s faster and you 
would want the docker image to be stand-alone and instantiable anywhere.

Docker build tars up the files in the root directory and sends them to the docker daemon. The fewer 
files you have in the root directory the faster this step is.

The Docker daemon proceeds to perform the steps specified in the Dockerfile.

The only option we use in this application note is -t to assign a name to the docker image.

docker run

Run a command inside a container.

docker run -d -p 2022:2022 -p 4565:4565 [-v <host dir>:<container dir> …] 
--rm –name <container> --hostname <hostname for the running container> <image 
name>

-p forward ports from container to host.
-v mounts volumes from host to container.
--rm automatically removes a container when it is stopped/killed/crashes/etc.
--name assigns a name to a container. If this is not used, docker will automatically

assign a unique name to the container
--hostname assigns a hostname to the container.
<image name> is the image we created with docker build.

docker run makes it possible to forward ports from the container to the host, 
mount volumes (disk storage/directories) in the container, manage privileges for 
the running container, assign (and limit) CPU and memory resources and much 
more.

Remember that forwarding ports, mounting volumes, etc, is all possible even 
when containers are running on remote hosts.

docker exec
Run a command in a running container.
The general form is docker exec -it <container> <command>
For example: “docker exec -it <container> /bin/bash” launches a bash shell inside 

a running container

Some other docker cli commands (to see the full set, run “docker help”):
ps, images, rm, rmi, pause, resume, inspect, …
“docker ps” shows running containers
“docker images” shows available images
“docker rmi” remove images
“docker rm” removes instantiated docker containers
“docker inspect” show info low level meta information about containers and im-

ages
“docker help” lists options and available commands
“docker logs” show logs from containers (docker related logs, that is, not logs 

from the applications running inside docker)
“docker events” shows events related to the docker daemon
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Tips and Tricks

Only keep the files necessary for a minimal target installation in the docker container. 
For more information, see ConfD User Guide section 28.3 “Installing ConfD on a Target 
System”.

Load user fxs-files and confd.conf from a volume.

Write log-files to the container host.

Creating a minimal container. One issue that prevents us from using really tiny base im-
ages is that ConfD is dynamically linked with glibc. The 3.5 MB Alpine Linux base image 
(Ubuntu is 122 MB) uses musl libc.

In general, it’s slower to access files on mounted volumes, especially on Docker for Mac. 
If performance is important add confd.conf, fxs-files, etc. to the container rather that read-
ing them from a mounted volume the way we do here.

ConfD must listen on IP-addresses matching the address of the container (or wildcard), 
otherwise apps and tools won’t be able to connect. This is an issue when running ConfD 
in a container and trying ConfD examples as we do in this application note because, by 
default, the ConfD IPC listening IP address for confd.conf is 127.0.0.1 (localhost). When 
running in a container and using port forwarding, incoming packets arrive on docker0 or 
whatever the incoming address is and we must change the ConfD IPC address in confd.
conf to 0.0.0.0 (all interfaces) or the IP address of the incoming interface.

In general, Docker can’t follow symlinks in mounted host volumes – mounting both 
source and destination directory is a workaround we use in this application note note.

Summary

This application note has shown how ConfD can be used with Docker containers. 
For more information about ConfD, visit http://www.tail-f.com
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